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ABSTRACT

So far stereological techniques have not widely been used in civil engi-
neering. Fertilizing effects may be expected from neighbouring engi-
neering and other scientific fields. Three areas will be covered in a
survey of nowadays use of stereological methods in civil engineering.
However, the major contribution comes from building materials technology.
New challenging areas in civil engineering, an increasing shortage of raw
materials and strong developments in information technology will mark the
route in the coming decades. As a consequence, civil engineers will be
involved in major research efforts requiring a more extensive and
frequent use of stereological techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Although morphometry has been already exercized for quite a long time in
various fields of civil engineering, the use of stereological methods so
far has stayed rather limited. This must be due to the relatively short
research tradition in civil engineering and to the fact that the (inter-
disciplinar) literature on stereology is generally not scanned by or
easily accessible to researchers in civil engineering.
Hence, a progress report on the influence of stereology on civil engi-
neering research would be brief and therefore of limited interest.
Reference can be given here to such reports, the scope of which however
is restricted to building materials, in particular to the cementitious
ones (Stroeven, 1982, 1986).
Building materials technolgy is an integral part of materials science.
Since stereological techniques are sometimes frequently used in neigh-
bouring branches of materials science, they succeed in gradually entering
also the civil engineering field. Some areas of civil engineering are
showing overlap with connected areas in other engineering branches or
even with areas in biology and medicines. Since stereology is widely used
in these areas it may also have a fertilizing effect on its use in civil
engineering.




















